Abstract-This study examines the characteristics of modal sequences used in ST2 from CLEC ,with A Level from LOCNESS as a reference corpus. Main findings reveals:
I. INTRODUCTION
Modal verbs are usually combined with auxiliaries and notional verbs in the form of "subject +modal verbs +auxiliaries or notional verbs", which is acknowledged as modal sequences (Hunston 2004 ). In terms of semantics, interpersonal meanings can be conveyed by modals (Biber et al. 1999; Halliday 1985 As the main carrier of modality, modal verbs have been studied by many scholars, but most of the previous studies focus only on the realm of modal verbs, leaving modal sequences aside (Hunston 2004 _ VM" to replace " $l",then we can get "1_PPSIl can read_ VVI_"; and then by using "\S+ (\S+)"to Replace"$l" ,we can get"The PPSIl can VVI.". Results shows like this . 
C. Data Analysis Procedures Keywords Analysis
Keywords are those whose frequency are unusually high in comparison with some norms. When keyness is very high, and "P" (the probability of the keyness being accidental) is very low, the word can be fairly safely called a keyword. This can be reached by Antconc,using the keyword button.
Clusters Analysis
Modal sequences can be obtained by all the overused and underused clusters ,which are also called the positive and negative keywords clusters by building two-to-six-word cluster lists separately about the two corpora and then by comparing the keyness of those cluster lists .All can be done by using the cluster button of Antconc.
Arrangements of keyword clusters
First observing and then counting all the modal sequences in these two corpora, we can make arrangement of the keywords cluster lists by picking out the keywords clusters which starts and ends with some modal verbs separately and then by grouping them into different categories according to the varied forms of modal verbs,etc.
III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The Overuse of Modal Sequences
The following table shows the search results of the top 8 overused modal sequences. (I) "Subject +modal verbs" sequences: they could be generalized as "pronouns of singular and plural first person+ modal verb" such as "I/we +can/will/ must".
(2) "Modal verbs +verb" sequences: they could be divided into two kinds: A. "modal verbs (will, can, must) +verb with unmarked tense, aspect and voice (e.g. 'modal verb+ do', not 'modal verb +have done')" ;B."modal verb (will) +be" which could be further generalized as "will/can/must +do" and "will +be".
The above results show that Chinese senior school students use more agents (especially first person pronouns 2012 First National Conference for Engineering Sciences (FNCES 2012) we and I) as subjects before modal verbs than the natives in most circumstances. What they talk about is mostly about responsibility and obligation of themselves or the student group they belong to. Their habits of language use make them less objective, which will greatly sabotage the arguing effects of the essays. the fact that almost all learners tending to use the simplest, most colloquial sequences like "personal pronouns+ modal verb" and "modal verb+ verb with unmarked tense and aspect" to avoid making grammatical mistakes is probably due to the fact that learners prefer to use the modal expressions which they acquired early and have had a good grasp of.
B. The Underuse of Modal Sequences
There are also some other modal sequences that are rarely used by Chinese senior school students. The top 8 modal sequences with negative keyness in learner corpus are listed as in the following table: And one of the obvious features is their seldom-used passive voice .Chinese students massively use modal verbs in active structures in which the agents play the role as subjects, resulting in pragmatic inappropriateness.
They seem to feel great responsibility when talking about problems. All the reasons are analyzed as follows:
(1) Learners tend to employ the "safe" application of language items. They choose to express with familiar words, phrases and sentence patterns. And so , they prefer to pick those simplest and easiest ones just to avoid making any grammatical mistakes. In that case, it becomes more likely and secure for them to get less minus marks . 
C. Major Findings
The characteristics of modal sequences in Chinese senior school students' compositions are as follows:
Modal sequences led by can, will and must are 
